of lunar missions to perhaps a few tens of millions of dollars -or even less -for small payloads.
Space firms also have attractive deals for science in Earth orbit. For space experiments needing short stays (weeks to months), SpaceX is offering cut-rate access to orbit aboard Dragon, and the opportunity for later re-flight.
Bigelow Aerospace of Las Vegas, Nevada, intends to take the commercial space concept to a new level -by constructing a fully functional orbiting lab that could rival the available volume and crew complement of the ISS. Bigelow's station will give private companies and the 150 or so smaller countries that are not a part of the ISS consortium the capability to fly experiments and experimenters for stays of three months or longer -perhaps even years. And although pricing is still in flux, Bigelow hopes that mission prices will be less than what small science satellites cost today. Some of these nascent ventures may be successful, others not. And some are less conventional than others. Perhaps the most conventional, and most game-changing in the long run, is SpaceX's promise of Falcon rocket launches at costs of $55 million that have the same capabilities as rockets now offered almost exclusively at costs of $150 million or more.
Those lower prices have caught the eye, and the purse, of big-name communications-satellite suppliers -such as SES, based in Betzdorf, Luxembourg; Iridium in McLean, Virginia; and Orbcomm in Fort Lee, New Jersey -who have showered SpaceX with contracts for more than a dozen launches.
It is unlikely to be long before science agencies such as NASA and the European Space Agency, which are feeling the simultaneous pinch of cost overruns and budget squeezes, begin to make similar contracts. Over a series of missions, a saving of $100-million per launch could add up to more than a billion extra dollars in the bank -and that, in turn, could result in science missions that might otherwise not have been possible.
Who says that commercial space flight is possible only for wealthy space tourists and communications-satellite operators? Commercial space ventures will provide scientists with much-needed and welcome new ways to advance their research by making space easier and cheaper to access. 
